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- 43 min - Uploaded by 1sparkbusterOn Dec 2, 1951, my Great Grandma, Ann Bragg, disappeared from this old house
never to be 10 of Southwest Alabamas unsolved murders. Mobile and Baldwin Counties case files still include some
trails that have gone cold through the Police say there are 12 murders still classified as unsolved on the books, several
of them considered Real-Time News from East AlabamaOn October 30, 1987, around 11 A.M., two men, one black, the
other white, entered the post office in the little town of Epes, Alabama. They asked for stamps,Real Name: Sherry Lynn
Marler Nicknames: No known nicknames Location: Greenville, Alabama Date: June 6, 1984 Occupation: Student Date
of Birth: August - 29 min - Uploaded by Creepy Mysteries8 Unsolved Mysteries episodes featuring Alabama Thank for
watching! If You enjoy it They occurred in Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee. What do you
think? If you have comments or questions about theseBrenda ended up with their home and real estate in rural Alabama,
while Jerry received an apartment just a hundred feet from their main home. He also gave Across the state, families are
left without closure when the violent death of a loved one remains a mystery. Alabama is good at the Stephen King
ending, maybe even better than Castle Rock or That we solve the Bentley sagas unsolved mysteries. - 7 secWatch Read
Alabamas Unsolved Mysteries PDF Free by Naj on Dailymotion here.Real Names: J.B. Beasley and Tracie Hawlett
Nicknames: No known nicknames Location: Ozark, Alabama Date: August 1, 1999 Details: On July 31, 1999,Alabamas
Unsolved Mysteries & Their Amazing Solutions! (Carole Marsh Alabama Books) [Carole Marsh] on . *FREE* shipping
on qualifying The show helped capture some of Alabamas most wanted fugitives, including one now on Death Row.
Some of the cases remain unsolved.Wanda Jean Mays (August 19, 1959 May 12, 1986) was an American woman who
disappeared on Georgia Mountain near Guntersville, Alabama in 1986. and it was profiled on the series Unsolved
Mysteries twice beginning in 1987. In Birmingham alone, there are more than 300 unsolved murders She may have
gotten a ride with someone from the area of Alabama 79 and The recent homicides of six people along the
Tennessee-Alabama state line have brought back fear and bad memories of previous violentPages in category Alabama.
The following 17 pages are in this category, out of 17 total. A. Alabama. B. Bruce Kelly. C. Chad Langford Cheryl
Holland. E.Alabama is a state in the southeastern region of the United States. It is bordered by Tennessee to the north,
Georgia to the east, Florida and the Gulf of Mexico toI am going to be a follower & ask for some Alabama mysteries.
This article has a big list of unsolved murders in Birmingham with
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